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Abstract: Imaging and non-imaging spectroscopy employed in the field and from aircraft is frequently
used to assess biochemical, structural, and functional plant traits, as well as their dynamics in an
environmental matrix. With the increasing availability of high-resolution spectroradiometers, it has
become feasible to measure fine spectral features, such as those needed to estimate sun-induced
chlorophyll fluorescence (F), which is a signal related to the photosynthetic process of plants. The
measurement of F requires highly accurate and precise radiance measurements in combination with
very sophisticated measurement protocols. Additionally, because F has a highly dynamic nature
(compared with other vegetation information derived from spectral data) and low signal intensity,
several environmental, physiological, and experimental aspects have to be considered during signal
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acquisition and are key for its reliable interpretation. The European Cooperation in Science and
Technology (COST) Action ES1309 OPTIMISE has produced three articles addressing the main
challenges in the field of F measurements. In this paper, which is the second of three, we review
approaches that are available to measure F from the leaf to the canopy scale using ground-based
and airborne platforms. We put specific emphasis on instrumental aspects, measurement setups,
protocols, quality checks, and data processing strategies. Furthermore, we review existing techniques
that account for atmospheric influences on F retrieval, address spatial scaling effects, and assess
quality checks and the metadata and ancillary data required to reliably interpret retrieved F signals.
Keywords: sun-induced fluorescence; spectroradiometer; spectrometer; vegetation; radiance;
reflectance; remote sensing; FLEX
1. Introduction
Imaging and non-imaging spectroscopy enables the detailed assessment of biochemical, structural,
and even functional attributes of vegetation in natural environments at multiple scales [1,2]. It has now
been performed for more than 30 years [3,4]. During this period, the technologies for spectroradiometric
measurements have greatly advanced. Today, many high spectral resolution spectroradiometers (often
used synonymously with spectrometer, although the latter is radiometrically calibrated) are available,
and they are operated from different measuring platforms: (1) ground-based at the leaf level [5–7];
(2) ground-based at the canopy level, either carried by people or mounted on towers and other
platforms [8–11]; (3) airborne-based at the canopy level, flown at low-altitudes on, for example,
UAVs [12–18]; (4) at high altitudes by aircraft [19–21]; and (5) spaceborne-based [22–25]. This diversity
provides the opportunity to monitor the dynamics of vegetation on different spatial and temporal
scales. With advancements in sensor technology, these instruments can also measure fine spectral
features. An example is sun-induced chlorophyll fluorescence (F), which is retrieved by exploiting
telluric oxygen absorption bands (i.e., at 685 nm and 760 nm) [19] and single Fraunhofer lines [26,27].
F emitted by chlorophyll-a molecules is one of three main de-excitation mechanisms for the energy
captured by the light-harvesting pigments of plants. Under natural conditions, F represents only
a few percent of the reflected radiance. Thus, detecting F is particularly challenging. Chlorophyll
fluorescence has been widely used as a probe for photosynthesis at the level of chloroplasts, leaves,
and plants in the laboratory and field studies (for reviews cf. [28,29]). In the vast majority of these
studies, an active light source was used to induce fluorescence, limiting the application of these active
methods to setups in which close contact with the leaf is possible. However, there have been a few
attempts to use these active approaches with a distance to the canopy of several meters [30–33].
The ability to detect F with passive instruments largely extended the distance range and opened
new possibilities to monitor functional vegetation dynamics at the ecosystem, landscape, or even global
scale. Measurement setups and protocols for ground-based optical measurements have been already
homogenized, e.g., for European flux sites [34], within the international SpecNet consortium [35], and
for phenology monitoring [36,37]. F measurement protocols, however, require particular consideration
to prevent the misinterpretation of retrieved F signals due to its sensitive behavior in response to
environmental factors and challenges related to the retrieval of this small signal. Furthermore, the very
dynamic nature of F compared with other common vegetation traits derived from spectral data
(e.g., chlorophyll content, leaf area index) makes the measurement setup and post-processing even
more challenging, and it requires the careful consideration of environmental, physiological, structural,
instrumental, and experimental aspects during radiometric measurements and F retrievals (Figure 1).
Additionally, measurements of F at different levels (e.g., leaf and canopy) and scales (single leaf to
landscape) require different protocols and attempts to link such cross-scale measurements. This also
includes considerations given to necessary meta- and ancillary data.
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Figure 1. Environmental, physiological, physical, instrumental, and setup considerations at the leaf and canopy level for the acquisition, quality check, post-processing,
retrieval, and interpretation of the sun-induced fluorescence (F) signal (PS: photosystem).
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Meeting these challenges requires not only reliable measurement setups, sophisticated
measurement protocols, and robust F retrieval methods but also properly calibrated and characterized
instruments. For the past four years, many researchers have worked within the framework of the
European Cooperation in Science and Technology (COST) Action ES1309 to meet the aforementioned
challenges by developing innovative optical tools for proximal sensing of ecophysiological processes
(OPTIMISE; https://optimise.dcs.aber.ac.uk/). The OPTIMISE community has compiled three papers
on instrument characterization [38], measurement setups and protocols (this paper), and retrieval
techniques [39] to make the gathered information available to the community. The set of papers
aims to summarize the state-of-the-art for highly precise radiance measurements with a focus on F
to complement other review papers on the emerging topic of F spectroscopy ([40,41], Mohammed et
al., in press). The aim of this paper is to provide an overview of the subject and discuss proximal
and airborne measurement setups and protocols currently used to retrieve F from spectrally resolved
surface radiance (L) and incoming downwelling radiance (E) measurements. We differentiate between
the leaf and canopy level.
After this introduction (Section 1), we first provide some brief background information on passive
F measurements (Section 2) before reviewing ground and airborne measurement setups and protocols
for F measurements on the leaf and canopy level (Section 3). Then, we review current approaches
to address open challenges regarding atmospheric influences, quality checks, spatial scaling effects,
and metadata and ancillary data (Section 4). In the end, we discuss the current approaches and offer
an outlook.
2. Background
Plants use two photosystems (photosystem I and II, or PSI and PSII), which act in series to carry
electrons from water to the final acceptor (NADPH) in the light-dependent reactions of photosynthesis
and produce the energy-rich ATP molecule. At the PSI and PSII level, light is absorbed by various
photosynthetic pigments (chlorophyll-a, chlorophyll-b, carotenoids), which results in excited states of
chlorophyll-a molecules. This energy is then used by photochemical conversion to drive photosynthesis,
while a small fraction of the excitation energy is re-emitted back as fluorescence. Under high light and
stress conditions, excessive energy can dissipate in a controlled manner via various pathways that
are classified as non-photochemical quenching mechanisms (NPQs). Because these three processes
all dissipate the excitation energy, they are tightly interrelated. Hence, F can be quenched by
photochemistry or NPQ dissipation, the latter being partially under the control of photoprotective
mechanisms that help to safely dissipate excess energy [42].
Leaf F is emitted in the red and far-red range (from about 650 nm to 850 nm), with two peaks
near 685 nm and 740 nm [43]. PSI and PSII have different antenna compositions and therefore
different spectroscopic properties. PSI fluorescence is found to be emitted only in the far-red and stays
almost constant, while PSII has two emission peaks in the red and far-red. PSII also exhibits variable
fluorescence, mainly in response to the closure of reaction centers following a charge separation
(photochemical quenching) and to increased heat dissipation (non-photochemical quenching).
Physiologically induced changes in F can be assessed by monitoring the fluorescence quantum
yield (FY), defined as the ratio between fluorescence emission and the absorbed light evaluated on the
basis of quanta fluxes. Alternatively, the fluorescence efficiency of a given surface can be estimated by
the apparent spectral fluorescence yield (ASFY) as the ratio between the spectral fluorescence radiance
in quanta units integrated over the emission hemisphere (e.g., in moles of photons m−2 s−1 nm−1 or
W m−2 nm−1) to the incident light in the photosynthetic active radiation (PAR) region (e.g., in moles of
photons m−2 s−1 or W m−2). At the leaf level, the ASFY is around 20 × 10−6 to 80 × 10−6 nm−1 [44],
which gives a total apparent yield of about 0.2–0.8%. At the canopy level, different investigations
have revealed values of the same order in the far-red (up to 30 × 10−6 nm−1) with generally lower
values in the red (up to 8 × 10−6 nm−1) [45,46]. The level of the F signal can also be assessed by the
fraction of fluorescence in the total vegetation radiance (emitted and reflected) at the same wavelength
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under natural sunlight. Outside the absorption bands, these fractions are found to be around 1% in the
far-red and 10% in the red, the latter value being due to vegetation’s strong absorption in the red [47].
In order to detect weak F signals, telluric and solar (so-called Fraunhofer lines) atmospheric
absorption features are generally exploited. Because fluorescence adds to the reflected surface radiance,
it induces a subtle but detectable change in the spectral signature of the absorption lines. Over the
many absorption lines that overlap the F emission, the ones in the O2-A and O2-B with a maximum
absorption at 760 and 687 nm are particularly suitable for F detection, as they include a large number
of close lines and correspond to the two F peaks.
As described in [40], retrieval methods that are used to quantify F are subdivided into two major
categories: reflectance-based and radiance-based approaches. Radiance-based approaches are the most
frequently used for the proximal sensing of F and include the Fraunhofer line discriminator (FLD)
approach using two spectral bands [48,49], FLD approaches based on three or four bands (i.e., 3FLD,
4FLD) [11,50]), the improved FLD (iFLD) method [51], and the spectral fitting method (SFM) [52,53].
A common aspect among all of these methods is that measurements of E and L inside and outside the
atmospheric absorption band are combined to decouple F from L. The decoupling relies on assumptions
of F and reflectance (R) inside the exploited absorption feature, while the assumptions applied to
estimate F and R inside the absorption band basically allow for categorizing using retrieval approaches.
The FLD and 3FLD methods require 1 and 2 spectral measurements outside the absorption bands to
estimate F and R inside the band. The iFLD approach uses a polynomial fit and some correction factors
to estimate F and R inside the band using several spectral bands that are outside. The SFM method
uses the full spectrum’s information around the absorption band to decouple F and L by spectral curve
fitting. The method relies on general mathematical functions that represent canopy R and F around and
within spectral windows centered at oxygen absorption bands (for further discussion on the retrieval
methods, see [39] (in review, this issue)).
In vivo passive fluorescence detection from remote sensing measurements was initiated in the
1980s [54] and further developed in the 1990s. It has made significant progress since then, with
currently more than 50 papers per year on the subject (according to the Web of Science database).
Reliable F retrievals rely on precise and spectrally detailed L measurements in very narrow parts of
the spectrum, while the F signal is small. This requires very accurate measurements (spectrally and
radiometrically) of L (and E) and, in consequence, necessitates a common approach/protocol to be
established for such measurements to enable reliable and consistent F retrievals.
3. Measuring F on the Leaf and Canopy Level
3.1. Leaf Level
3.1.1. Measurement Setups
The full range of emitted leaf fluorescence (600–800 nm) was originally measured in the laboratory
with visible (VIS) near-infrared (NIR) spectrometers and detectors (e.g., 1024-channel intensified diode
array detectors) using single-wavelength light sources, such as lasers, to prevent interference with the
F emission range [5,31,55]. However, single-wavelength excitation sources have the disadvantages that
(1) they impact the spectral shape as a result of the wavelength-specific absorbance and emission [56]
and therefore affect the apparent spectral fluorescence yield (ASFY) emitted by the leaf; (2) the applied
illumination often represents only a fraction of the natural illumination conditions, and the plant reacts
differently depending on the light intensity; and (3) they do not allow the simultaneous retrieval of
ancillary data from the reflectance signal (e.g., Chl content, Photochemical Reflectance Index (PRI))
in the PAR (W m−2) range. Therefore, the use of a natural(-like) illumination source (lamp or sun)
that provides a realistic PAR range is commonly preferred in the case of remote sensing applications,
whereby the (full-range, spectrally resolved) F signal is measured in physical radiance units by a
spectroradiometer. Measuring under natural(-like) light conditions, however, requires a retrieval
method to decouple F from L. Using any of the remote sensing methods would also be possible at
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the leaf level, but the setup could be difficult, susceptible to the uncertainties associated with those
indirect methods and limited to certain wavelengths. A more direct and practical approach is the
use of a band-pass filter (see setups by [57–60]) to omit the incoming light that interferes with the
F range (i.e., >650 nm) and only slightly overlaps with the PAR range. For practical convenience,
the FluoWat leaf clip was developed [61], which uses a filter that is easily inserted and removed and
enables the insertion of a fiber optic in both the top and bottom positions to measure the upward
and downward radiance fluxes perpendicular to the leaf surface (Lup(λ), Ldw(λ), W m−2 sr−1 nm−1,
Figure 2). The placement of a sharp-edge low-pass filter (e.g., a high-performance OD4 short-pass filter,
TechSpec, Edmund Optics GmbH, Germany) cuts off wavelengths longer than 650 nm, and upward
and downward leaf-emitted F fluxes (Fup(λ), Fdw(λ), W m−2 sr−1 nm−1) can be directly measured
in the full 650–850 nm range [62]. The instrument requirements for measuring F directly under a
low-pass filter are less strict compared with those for F retrieval from the narrow O2-absorption features
(e.g., full-width at half maximum (FWHM) < 1 nm, SSI < 1 nm, see Section 3.2, Supplementary Table S2).
Spectrometers used in combination with a filter to omit light that interferes with F should nevertheless
comprise a sufficiently high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) because the radiative flux is relatively weak
(approx. 2.5 mW m−2 sr−1 @740 nm) (Supplementary Table S2); an example of this type of spectrometer
is the FieldSpec (Analytical Spectral Devices (ASD) Inc., Boulder, CO, USA) [6,63,64]. To better interpret
the link between passively measured F and photosynthesis, many of these setups also combine an
active pulse-amplified modulating (PAM) fluorometer [57–59], gas exchange system [65], and/or leaf
thermocouple to derive in parallel the parameters that are directly linked to photochemical yield, CO2
uptake, and sensible heat dissipation.
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Fig r 2. lary i- irectional radiance (Lup(λ) and Ldw(λ), W m−2 sr−1 nm−1) ser al signal
acq i col for calculation of irradiance, reflectance, and transmittance in the visible and
near-i fr bi-directional fluorescence (Fup, Fdw) in the red and far-red ( –FR) using
a it r f r ( ) and leaf target cli ped inside the FluoWat leaf clip (modified from [66]).
3.1.2. Measurement Protocols
Leaf upward and downward radiance (Lup(λ) and Ldw(λ)) are respectively composed of
the reflected and transmitted radiance (LR(λ), LT(λ), W m−2 sr−1 nm−1) measured in the
VIS–NIR–short-wave infrared (SWIR) (depending on the spectrometer) and the upward and downward
F emission (Fup(λ) and Fdw(λ), W m−2 sr−1 nm−1) in the red and far-red region (Figure 2). To decouple
these radiance fluxes, leaf measurements are ideally taken as serial acquisitions of Lup and Ldw from an
upward- and downward-pointing perspective perpendicular to the target surface, with and without
a low band-pass filter (Figure 2). As an example, with the FluoWat leaf clip, a band-pass filter can
be placed in front of the illumination opening, and LR and LT are omitted beyond 650 nm (Figure 3).
Either a leaf or white reference (WR) target is inserted inside the clip while the clip is pointed toward a
natural(-like) illumination source so that the light enters the light opening perpendicularly and forms
an inclination angle of 45◦ with the leaf surface inside the chamber, creating a fixed sun-target-sensor
Remote Sens. 2019, 11, 927 7 of 33
geometry. In this way, the incoming illumination is less dependent on the solar elevation angle. When
measuring under solar illumination, this perpendicular positioning can be verified by a small light
beam hitting the center of the cross-hairs on both sides of the leaf clip. Because of the small light
opening (1 cm diameter), a slight deviation from the angle of the sun inclination can induce shadowing
on the leaf sample.
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resolution. Today, the most used are spectroradiometers with different configurations from Ocean 
Optics, Inc. (Dunedin, FL, USA) [69]: HR2000+ [8,11,46,47,70], HR4000 [10,71–74], QE Pro [17,74–76], 
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It is highly advisable to measure E or PAR before and after each series of leaf measurements in
order to control the stability of the incoming illumination. Note that the white reference is a thin
material and allows partial transmission; thus, a correction factor as a function of the wavelength
for the WR material (due to wavelength-dependent reflectances across the full range) might be
established by a single measurement of the WR transmitted irradiance. These actions increase the
number of spectral measurements but are required for higher accuracy and a robust data quality
check. To check whether the WR measurement is reasonable for the leaf measurements, the calculated
leaf absorptance should be less than 1 at any spectral band over the full spectrum when no filter
is used. The highly scattering far-red region (700–800 nm) is useful for checking this requirement.
However, this will only enable the detection of underrepresented values of E, resulting in overestimated
absorbance. An example of measuring protocol is presented, with the different measuring options
shown. Additionally, instrumental settings (integration time and dark current correction) should be
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optimized and performed in real time for the incoming radiance arriving at the target (WR or leaf)
during the measurements to obtain the highest dynamic range and SNR possible.
The F signal, however, needs further processing. If the used band-pass filter does not cut off the
light sharply at 650 nm (to be verified with a WR target measurement), some residual light may pass
through the filter and add to the Fup signal as reflected residual light, calculated as the residual light
passing the filter times the calculated leaf reflectance. After removal of this reflected residual light,
the Fup is added to the Fdw signal, giving the total F leaving the leaf’s surface (Figure 3).
Overall, it should be kept in mind that F is driven in the first order by E, and that further changes
are driven by the functional state of the leaf, thus altering the fluorescence yield (FY) [67,68]. Hence,
because photoprotection mechanisms are activated, the relationship between FY and photosynthetic
yield will differ between the morning and the afternoon (i.e., at similar irradiance conditions). This
hysteresis effect should be kept in mind when designing protocols for measuring F in the field at a
certain moment of the day. It further implies that additional ancillary data (cf. Section 4.3) are required
for the correct interpretation and relation between F and photosynthesis.
3.2. Canopy Level
When measuring F at the canopy level, it is not possible to block sunlight in the manner discussed
previously with the low-pass filter of a leaf clip. Thus, F can only be estimated by decoupling the
emitted and reflected radiance of the canopy. This is challenging because of reabsorption effects,
scattering within the canopy, and changing illumination under environmental conditions. While the
first two processes are driven by the canopy radiative transfer, the latter can be compensated by the
experimental setup used to measure F.
3.2.1. Measurement Setups from Proximal to the Airborne Scale
A variety of spectroradiometers with different fore-optics and control systems are used to retrieve F.
While some of the spectroradiometers already mentioned in the review in [40] are still used to measure
F, overall, the trend has been toward spectroradiometers with higher spectral resolution. Today,
the most used are spectroradiometers with different configurations from Ocean Optics, Inc. (Dunedin,
FL, USA) [69]: HR2000+ [8,11,46,47,70], HR4000 [10,71–74], QE Pro [17,74–76], and USB4000 [14,77]
(Supplementary Table S2).
Ground-based setups that monitor the vegetation fluorescence emission employ several types of
instruments that range from 10−1 to 101 m above the canopy (Figure 4). Such permanently installed
and automated systems can be used to follow the diurnal and seasonal changes in F. One example
is the FloX (JB Hyperspectral Devices UG, Düsseldorf, Germany), which is specifically designed to
passively measure F under natural light conditions and is equipped with the QE Pro spectroradiometer.
The instrument is based on prototypes, such as the Multiplexer Radiometer Irradiometer (MRI) [10],
SFLUOR box, and SIF-System [78], developed by a collaboration between the Research Center Jülich
and the Remote Sensing of Environmental Dynamics Laboratory of the University Milano Bicocca.
At the time of writing this manuscript, about 20 FloX instruments have been deployed worldwide.
A similar system is the FluoSpex 2. It also consists of two spectroradiometers—a QE Pro and an
HR2000+. A network of such systems called FluoNet has been deployed for various ecosystems,
including grassland, forests, and agricultural fields [79]. Another spectroradiometer system (Piccolo)
was developed by a group at the University of Edinburgh [17]. This system can also incorporate up to
two Ocean Optics spectroradiometers that cover different spectral regions and has a custom-designed
double-bifurcated fiber optic assembly. This approach enables the almost simultaneous measurement of
L and E by each spectroradiometer. In addition, the Piccolo fiber optic assembly incorporates fore-optics
with integral shutters so that there is no light loss at in-line shutter interfaces. There are currently 10
Piccolo systems in use either at fixed installations or mounted on tractors or rotary-wing UAVs.
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Often, the systems are mounted several meters above the canopy on or close to flux towers for
purposes such as the evaluation of the relationship between F and parameters such as gross primary
productivity (GPP) [8,75–77]. Specialized st uctures have been developed to measure F from gr ater
heights. One example is the TriFLEX system [11]. It consists of a 21-meter-high crane equipped for F
measurements. The crane is installed in the middle of fields dedicated to agricultural research. Owing
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to a 24-meter jib and a 100-meter railway, F measurements can be performed for nadir-viewing over
a plot of 100 × 200 m and a plot of 60 × 150 m with field crops. Often, the spectroradiometers of
fixed installation systems are shielded from the environment to stabilize their temperature [11,72].
This is necessary to keep the noise levels, the radiometric response, and especially the spectral
features of the spectroradiometer constant [38] (in review, this issue). Additionally, the measurement
of the downwelling E is a critical component. Ideally, it should be measured close to the target
and exposed to a similar E field and not be shaded or illuminated by other targets. Depending on
the setup, this is not always straightforward, especially when cosine diffusers requiring a fixation
structure are used. When the downwelling E is measured using a calibrated highly reflective reference
(usually a Spectralon®panel (Labsphere, Inc., North Sutton, NH, USA)), the challenge is to place it
appropriately (fixed level and in a similar E field as the target). Any reference surface (WR panel,
cosine diffuser) should be kept free from dirt due to birds, insects, or dust and periodically checked for
degradation [80]. Furthermore, the fiber optics should be tightly fixed since any movement will alter
the radiometric throughput, leading to inappropriate calibration coefficients being applied. Several of
the mentioned systems are used for calibration and validation efforts in the framework of the ESA
FLEX mission preparation.
However, imaging spectroradiometers are also used. The SPECIM PS V10E (Specim, Spectral
Imaging Ltd., Oulu, Finland) [81] is a pushbroom system with 1392 spatial pixels. The sensor was
mounted on a long scanning bar, which was used to move the system and generate 2D hyperspectral
images of the canopy. A custom-made retrieval with careful preprocessing facilitated the retrieval
and spatial mapping of F from this ground-based imagery [9,82]. Recently, the high-performance
ground-based imager HyScreen (Specim, Spectral Imaging Ltd, Oulu, Finland) has been developed
particularly to derive F.
Canopy measurements are also carried out using airborne platforms. The first airborne instrument
dedicated to measuring F was the AIRFLEX multichannel radiometer [83]. Less than 10 years after
that, the HyPlant imaging spectroradiometer system ([19], Figure 5, left) was developed to serve
as an airborne demonstrator for the European Space Agency’s Earth Explorer mission Fluorescence
Explorer (FLEX) [84]. The sensor package operates in the pushbroom mode and consists of two optical
imaging modules: (1) the DUAL-imager, a line-imaging VIS–NIR–SWIR spectroradiometer consisting
of two sensors integrated in a single housing using common fore-optics to provide contiguous spectral
information from 370 to 2500 nm, with a 3 nm spectral resolution in the VNIR spectral range and
10 nm spectral resolution in the SWIR spectral range; (2) the fluorescence imager (FLUO), a special
module that acquires data at a very high spectral resolution (0.25 nm) in the spectral regions of the two
atmospheric oxygen absorption bands (670–780 nm) and is dedicated to measuring F [19,73,85–88].
Other airborne sensors not specifically designed to retrieve F have also been used. Damm et al. [89]
investigated the impact of varying irradiance on vegetation indices and F derived from spectroscopy
data captured with the Airborne Prism Experiment (APEX) [20] and compared APEX-based F retrievals
with EC-derived GPP. APEX is an airborne dispersive pushbroom imaging spectroradiometer covering
the 375–2500 nm spectral region in up to 532 narrow contiguous spectral bands. The Chlorophyll
Fluorescence Imaging Spectroradiometer (CFIS) [90,91] has also been used to retrieve F from aircraft.
F measurements have also been carried out from UAV platforms. These were predominantly
carried out with fixed-wing platforms at ground altitudes of above 500 m and with instruments
characterized by spectral resolutions of 5 nm and larger that were not specifically designed for F
retrievals [16,92–94]. Very recently, multirotor UAV sensing systems were developed with a very
high spectral resolution [14]. Another system that can also be carried on UAV systems is the Piccolo
doppia [17]. Similar to the AirSIF system [95], illustrated in Figure 5 (right), it is based on the
QE Pro spectroradiometer, and two fiber optics are used to measure the downwelling E and the L
in a sequence. With the ongoing miniaturization of spectral sensing systems and the advances in
robotics [12], we expect more UAV sensing systems to emerge in the future. Taking all systems together,
the different observational scales could be interlinked and connected with the satellite observational
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scale [24,26,27,90]. Supplementary Table S2 gives an overview on different spectroradiometers, together
with some example studies.
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3.2.2. Measurement Protocols from Proximal to the Airborne Scale
Under natural outdoor conditions, the illumination changes constantly because the position of
the sun changes throughout the diurnal and seasonal cycles and the composition of the atmosphere
is highly dynamic. While cumulus clouds are rather visible changes, the unaided eye and human
cognitive process might not perceive thin high-altitude cirrus clouds or changes in the aerosol or water
content of the atmosphere [96]. Even changes in the air pressure influence the permeability of the
atmosphere, and this influences the illumination at the top of the canopy, as well as affecting signal loss
and scatter in the target-optics optical path. These changes are wavelength-dependent; they influence
both the intensity of the irradiance and the irradiance field and affect the retrieval of biochemical plant
parameters from spectral data and fluorescence [89].
Thus, for high-precision radiance measurements, such as the estimation of F, the measurement
of the radiance emitted and reflected by the canopy and the irradiance received by it need to be
captured nearly simultaneously to estimate a target’s spectral response to the illumination conditions
present during the time of the acquisition [97]. The irradiance incident upon the target area can be
approximated by measuring a diffuse (Lambertian) reflectance reference panel or by using a vertically
pointing receptor that displays a cosine response. When only one spectroradiometer is used, this can
be facilitated by alternating measurements of the reference and the target with the same fore-optic
arrangement (single field-of-view (FOV) setup) or using a splitter and shutter system that switches
between two fibers: one looking toward the target, and the other one looking toward a reference panel
or a toward the zenith with an attached cosine receptor (dual FOV setup) [74,98]. The single FOV setup
can be used manually or in an automated fashion with, for example, a rotation arm [99] or a moving
panel [11,100]. Examples of the dual FOV setups are described in [8,73,76]. The setups can also be
realized with multiple spectroradiometers, where one is typically pointed toward a reference target or
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an attached cosine receptor is pointed to the zenith, and the other one is pointed toward the vegetation
target (dual spectroradiometer setup) [11,46,47]. There are also some special cases that turn their FOV
toward the canopy and the zenith [99].
The dual spectroradiometer setup has the advantage that radiance and irradiance can be captured
at nearly the same time. Unfortunately, two spectroradiometers never have the exact same spectral and
radiometric characteristics. Thus, accurate cross-calibration is required and is very challenging; it is not
always possible for very high spectral resolution spectroradiometers and likely to create biases in the
data [14,98,101,102]. The impact of spectral shifts increases with the spectral resolution of the sensor.
Pacheco-Labrador et al. [38] showed that when F retrieval relies on measured downwelling irradiances
(not simulated with atmospheric radiative transfer models (RTMs)), any spectral shifts will induce
errors that will only be canceled out if they affect the measurement of both (up- and downwelling)
fluxes equally. In practice, this can only be achieved if they are recorded by the same sensor. Thus,
the dual spectroradiometer approach is not recommended for F retrieval since it is incredibly sensitive
to even sub-nanometric spectral shifts between the measured up- and downwelling radiation fluxes.
The different setups also differ by the viewing geometry that is used to measure surface radiance.
Most setups adopt a nadir surface-viewing orientation. Also, in most cases, a bare fiber without
fore-optics is used to measure the radiance of the canopy if the measurements are carried out rather
close to the canopy. However, setups that measure farther away from the canopy often use lenses that
limit the FOV [11] to constrain the extent of the area sampled. Some setups also use oblique-viewing
geometries [8] and rotate to capture multiple targets [103–105]. Different viewing geometries have been
shown to have a great impact on reflectance measurements for a given sun incidence angle [13,106–108].
The impact on F760 measurements were initially investigated in [82]. The authors found that F760
varied as a function of the sun’s incidence angle and viewing incidence angle during the midday
measurement. In general, F760 tended to increase with higher viewing angles, especially when the sun
incidence angle was between 35◦ and 100◦ with respect to the leaf normal. This needs to be accounted
for if measurements with different viewing geometries are to be compared.
The subtlety of the F signal requires a robust measurement protocol that, on one hand, reduces
the temporal offset of the reference and the target measurement and, on the other hand, optimizes the
SNR of the instrument for the current illumination condition. The latter includes the optimization
of the integration time, as well as an estimation of the dark current at that integration time and the
current sensor temperature.
Most studies on F have reported that reference measurements are carried out quite close to
canopy measurements. Most of the time, they are carried out sequentially (for cases in which just
one spectroradiometer is used) [8,71]. For dual spectroradiometer setups, it is even possible to carry
out both measurements simultaneously [11]. To use the full dynamic range of the spectroradiometer,
the measurement integration time should be adapted to the current illumination. This is done
either manually or by means of an auto-integrating function that iteratively changes the integration
time until the sensor signal is within a range of predefined digital numbers that do not exceed the
spectroradiometers saturation value. This can be done by optimizing either the integration time to the
target or the target and reference channel. After the integration time is set, the actual measurements
can start. In a typical measurement sequence, the canopy measurement is “sandwiched” between
reference measurements [10,109]. Additionally, as an alternative to modeling the dark noise [110,111],
it can also be quantified for the specified integration time(s) within the cycle by closing the shutters.
The further the distance between the object and the sensor, the more complex the atmospheric
correction becomes (cf., Section 4.1.). Additionally, estimation of the irradiance is more complex
at the airborne scale. While a few studies have used radiometric ground reference panels for an
empirical correction, others have employed physical-based corrections [16,93,112]—for instance, those
based on atmospheric transfer models, such as MODTRAN [113] or the SMARTS [114]—to estimate
incoming radiance and other essential atmospheric transfer functions. For more specific applications,
such as fluorescence retrievals, semi-empirical corrections of only selective wavelength regions are
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possible [115]. Some current UAV systems able the recording of the downwelling irradiance directly
on the UAV (cf., AirSIF system in Figure 5), while other correction schemes are designed, although
residual atmospheric disturbances typically remain [14]. The following section reviews the current
knowledge on the need for atmospheric influence.
4. Current Approaches to Open Challenges of F Estimations from Proximal to Airborne Scale
4.1. Atmospheric Influences
One of the major challenges in measuring F is accounting for atmospheric influences. Oxygen’s
absorption band-depth and spectral shape are affected by, for instance, changes in the surface pressure
and temperature conditions [116] and the atmospheric scattering effects produced in the presence of
aerosol and molecules [26]. At a distance of a few meters between the target and sensor, the effects of
oxygen absorption must always be compensated in the strong O2-A band [117]. For larger target–sensor
distances (e.g., when measurements are taken from UAVs or airborne and satellite platforms), not only
oxygen absorption but also aerosol scattering plays a key role in both visible and near-infrared
measurements [26] and must be, therefore, properly corrected.
At the canopy level, in order to disentangle F from the reflected solar irradiance, it is necessary
to measure (1) the downwelling incident solar irradiance (E) and (2) the upwelling radiance from
the surface (L), i.e., the reflected solar irradiance plus the contribution of the emitted F. Hereafter,
the overlined symbol refers to magnitudes at the canopy level (see Figure 6). At a larger scale,
on systems mounted on towers (e.g., [118,119]), the downwelling and the upwelling radiances are
acquired at distances determined by the altitude of the sensor above the canopy (Figure 6). Similarly,
when using UAV platforms, both downwelling and upwelling radiant fluxes are also measured at a
distance determined by the altitude of the platform above the canopy, as the irradiance sensor is often
mounted on the UAV. Conversely, when moving toward higher vertical scales, such as when using
airborne platforms, only the upwelling radiance from the canopy is typically measured. Consequently,
the use of an atmospheric RTM is required to simulate and estimate the actual incident solar irradiance
at the canopy level. The following subsections discuss how atmospheric effects disturb the acquired
radiance in the oxygen regions (O2-B and O2-A) for different vertical scales. In addition, we provide a
short review of the current techniques typically applied to compensate for atmospheric effects when
aiming to estimate F using passive remote sensing techniques.
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4.1.1. High-Altitude Sensing
When measuring fluorescence using passive remote sensing techniques in the oxygen absorption
regions from high-altitude airborne platforms, it is mandatory to compensate for atmospheric aerosol
scattering and molecular absorption [120]. From the canopy, only the upwelling radiance, which is
attenuated by its passage through the atmosphere, is typically measured at these altitudes (Figure 6).
Thus, in order to estimate both E and L at the canopy level, the use of an atmospheric RTM is usually
required. Generally, in order to characterize the atmospheric state to perform the atmospheric correction
process, measurements related to the aerosol and wat r vapo content, as well as measurements related
to the air temperature and pre sure conditions, are normally acquired at the surf c level. Thus,
regardl ss of t e elect d atmospheric RTM, the model is ommonly parametrized by aking use
of the a cillary atmospheric easurements acquired simultaneously to the airborne ac isitions
(e.g., [120,121]).
In a past field campaign experiment [117], the researchers applied an oxygen transmittance
compensation strategy as part of the FLD retrieval technique. In their work, an additional spectral
correction factor of the transmittance was introduced by using non-fluorescence targets as a reference
to compensate for the uncertainties associated with processing data that were mainly derived from
assumptions made during the atmospheric modeling process. However, the use of non-fluorescence
targets as a reference for calibration can also make the estimated fluorescence prone to errors in
certain scenarios. The rationale behind this is that certain spectral artifacts (e.g., stray light) distort
the absorption shape and depend on radiance levels. Therefore, radiometric calibration errors will
impact bare soils and vegetated targets differently. Thus, in some cases, it may be preferable to use
bare soil pixels only as a quality indicator to check the validity and quality of the applied radiometric
and atmospheric correction process instead of using this data to derive a compensation factor [58].
As an alternative to the oxygen transmittance compensation applied in [115], any classical
atmospheric correction technique based on the inversion of an RTM (as typically pplied to data
acquired from satellite platforms) can also be applied to correct airborne data. This way, all of the
atmospheric transfer functions that account for the atmospheric scattering (the so-called path radiance)
and the atmospheric backward reflection (the so-called spherical albedo) are determined together with
the atmospheric transmittance (see [122] for more information regarding the approximations generally
assumed in the atmospheric inversion formulation to estimate F).
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Many RTM approaches are now available, such as the MODerate resolution atmospheric
TRANsmission MODTRAN [113], the 6S code [123], and the LibRadtran RTM [124]. In general,
the number of input parameters that need to be tuned will strongly depend on the flexibility of the
selected model, as well as the ancillary information acquired that characterizes the atmospheric state.
For instance, the majority of RTMs allow for configuring at least the viewing and illumination geometry,
the aerosol presence, and the water vapor content. However, some RTMs, such as MODTRAN, allow the
user to define a particular temperature vertical profile or parametrize the aerosol presence by defining
a set of optical properties, such as the Aerosol Optical Thickness (AOT), the Angstrom exponent,
the scattering asymmetry, the Single Scattering Albedo (SSA), or the aerosol vertical distribution.
As expected, the more detailed the parametrization of the atmosphere, the more accurate the estimation
of the canopy-level upwelling and downwelling radiances, which are required inputs for the majority
of fluorescence retrieval strategies, e.g., the FLD or SFM family of techniques.
4.1.2. Low-Altitude Sensing
Although UAVs typically fly at lower altitudes (30–500 m) than aircraft, atmospheric effects are
still strong for this range of target–sensor distances and must be compensated for prior to estimating
fluorescence using passive remote sensing techniques. Similarly to other airborne acquisitions,
atmospheric effects on UAV-acquired data mainly depend on (1) the platform altitude and (2) the
concurrent atmospheric conditions. However, even in those cases in which the UAV is flying at
lower altitudes, e.g., 100 m, atmosphere effects affect fluorescence measurements. Figure 7 shows the
difference between simulated acquired upwelling radiances at the sensor level (UAV at 100 m) and at
the surface level for two Aerosol Optical Thickness (AOT) settings, i.e., 0.03 [-] and 0.15 [-].
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Hence, although atmospheric effects can be neglected for many applications at the UAV
scale, this is not the case when measuring the subtle fluorescence signal using passive remote
sensing techniques and exploiting oxygen absorption features. In this respect, the atmospheric
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compensation techniques typically applied at the airborne scale can be equally suitable for correcting
UAV-acquired measurements.
4.1.3. Ground-Based Sensing
When measuring fluorescence using passive remote sensing techniques, even at a few meters above
the canopy, atmospheric effects should be accounted for [117]. In particular, retrieving fluorescence in
the oxygen regions in proximal sensing scenarios requires compensation for oxygen absorption effects
(Figure 8).
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Simulations were performed with the MODTRAN5.02 RTM using the mid-latitude summer atmospheric
model and the default rural aerosol model with 23 km of visibility and at a spectral resolution of 1 cm−1,
i.e., around 0.05 nm at the O2-B and 0.06 nm at the O2-A (figure modified from Sabater et al. [117]).
Although oxygen transmittance dominates both the O2-A and O2-B spectral regions, as seen
from Figure 8, in the O2-B region and for a canopy–sensor separation distance of a few meters,
oxygen absorption effects can be neglected. However, in the O2-A absorption band, neglecting the O2
absorption optical path between the target and the sensor introduces significant errors to the estimated
fluorescence signal. In [117], a theoretical analysis was carried out to determine how the estimated
fluorescence is affected when ignoring oxygen absorption effects in the O2-A absorption region for
proximal sensing scenarios and assuming different fluorescence retrieval techniques, e.g., FLD and
SFM. The reported results in this work demonstrated that the estimated fluorescence in the O2-A
band had relative errors ranging between 5% to 50%, depending on the sensor height (evaluated from
3 to 20 m), the sensor spectral resolution (evaluated from 0.1 to 1 nm) and the fluorescence retrieval
technique (3FLD and SFM).
In addition, given the key role of oxygen absorption effects in retrieving F, the dependence
of oxygen absorption on air temperature (T) and pressure (p) conditions is also a key aspect to be
considered when measuring long temporal fluorescence data series, especially at latitudes subject to
strong T and p seasonal effects. Of importance, therefore, are the seasonal dynamics in terms of T and p.
Not appropriately considering these variables as part of the retrieval strategy will result in erroneous
F seasonal trends that mimic those of known dynamics for temperature-dependent physiological
responses of vegetation.
4.2. Quality Check
Reliable estimates of F are only possible when quality checks of the data are performed before
analysis. Particular attention needs to be paid to unattended systems that are measuring in the presence
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of a large variety of environmental conditions. Cogliati et al. [10] introduced a set of data quality indices,
along with suggested thresholds, that aim to relate instrument properties and illumination conditions.
Instrument-related quality checks include checking that the digital numbers recorded are within the
specified range for good measurements, i.e., below instrument saturation and within the lower and
higher limits of optimization. Illumination-related quality checks have to take into account that the
solar zenith angle (SZA) affects the intensity of the incident light and the canopy interception and thus
affects F [125]. Therefore, it is recommended that measurements at high SZAs (>60◦; cf. [76,125]) are
excluded. Furthermore, the contribution of direct and diffuse light can result in errors in F retrieval
if the oxygen absorption band depths are miscalculated. This relates not only to changes between
sunlit and cloudy conditions but also to increased illumination due to scattering from clouds located
within a couple of kilometers [126]. Hyperspectral systems with high integration time or infrequent
irradiance measurements are especially affected by changes in illumination conditions (e.g., cloud
overpass). When using such hyperspectral systems, it is recommended to only consider measurements
under clear sky conditions. Supplementary Figure S-1 A and B show one complete measurement day
in almost-constant and fast-changing light conditions, respectively. The spectroradiometer (QE Pro,
Ocean Optics) was configured in order to complete one measurement cycle after 6–8 s, where the
sequence for one measurement cycle was (i) downwelling irradiance, (ii) upwelling radiance, and (iii)
dark current. With fast illumination changes, the relative standard deviation (RSD) strongly increases,
while stable direct and diffuse light conditions keep the RSD relatively constant at around 15–20%.
This indicates that measurements under diffuse light conditions are feasible if they are relatively stable.
Cogliati et al. [10] suggested estimating the irradiance stability (Is) by
Is = |Ii − Ii−1| × 100Ii (1)
where Ii is the irradiance at time step i, and Ii-1 is the irradiance of the previous time step. An example
dataset (measured with a QE Pro in a sugar beet field in Merzenhausen, Germany) is shown in
Supplementary Figure S1 and S2, which illustrate the effect of a 1% illumination filter on the diurnal
relative standard deviation for a sunny day with few clouds (Supplementary Figure S1A) and a
cloudy day with strong cloud cover (Supplementary Figure S1B). While filtering can reduce the
relative standard difference between the measurements, it comes with the cost of a reduced sample
size (Supplementary Figure S3). Such effects need further investigation. For example, fluorescence
measurements under cloudy conditions might contain important information about fast photosynthetic
adaptation strategies [8,46].
4.3. Metadata and Ancillary Data
Metadata are the documentation or description of facts, circumstances, and conditions associated
with the actual data [127]. In this respect, they may be regarded as crucially important because the
primary resources, i.e., the spectral data, will be of significantly lesser value if not supported by
well-documented metadata [128]. Metadata of spectral data collections document the circumstances
and conditions of signal acquisition and should be sufficient to establish the contextual awareness by
describing the sampling setup and environmental conditions that governed the light–matter interaction
and the sampling of incoming, reflected, and emitted radiation [80,115,129,130]. Ideally, they should
also provide the means of data quality assessment [131] by enabling an error propagation analysis to
understand the behavior and propagation of possible error sources. Standardization of a metadata set
is a prerequisite for the comparison or fusion of spectroradiometric data from different (ground-based)
sites and is, therefore, strongly desired by the F spectral community. Given the highly dynamic nature
of F and the environmental effects on the inherent retrieval processing steps, there is a need for not only
(1) sensor metadata and target description, which are common for spectral measurements in general,
but also (2) post-processing information and related ancillary data, and (3) additional ancillary data
from other sources to further interpret the retrieved signal (Figure 1).
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4.3.1. Core Sensor Metadata and Target Description
In general, spectral measurements are only reproducible, interpretable, or comparable when
the sensor and scene metadata are captured and stored in the appropriate format. They contain
information about the sensor, the optics, and the sampling setup, essentially describing the sensor
location, sampling geometry, and instrumentation used. In combination with the measurement
protocol and processing descriptors, these metadata should account for the base spectral variability
in the signal acquired with the given illumination-target-sensor setup (Figure 1). Modern spectral
information systems are capable of storing all potentially relevant meta parameters [132] and target
descriptors (including photographs of the target), or they can be easily extended to do so [133]. The
selection of the required metadata is thus essentially dictated by science rather than the capabilities of
information systems. The metadata set for a given application comprises core, application-specific,
and non-critical metadata [134]; the core would apply to any spectroradiometric data, while F-specific
metadata fall into the second category. Application-specific metadata for spectral acquisitions intended
for F retrieval are more demanding in several ways compared with acquisitions for the purpose of
reflectance calculations. The metadata attributes proposed for spectroradiometric data with the further
objective of F retrieval are based on the current metadata model of the SPECCHIO spectral information
system [135], which enables the standardized storage of spectra (http://www.specchio.ch/). An extension
of these core spectral metadata categories—including the instrument, instrument settings, and auxiliary
instrumentation (such as goniometers or light sources, optics, and sampling geometry)—can be found
in the SPECCHIO User Guide [136] or within the SPECCHIO application, in which the required
additions are indicated (please see Supplementary Material, Supplementary Table S1). They include a
better representation of both the sensor and optics characteristics (e.g., FWHMs or SRFs, FOV Response
Function), data links (irradiance data link, uncertainty information linked to the traceability chain),
environmental conditions, and the target description (e.g., target surface or 3D model). Among them,
sensor characterization and uncertainty quantification deserve special attention [101]. Uncertainty
propagation modeling is common in the field of remote sensing [137] but less common in proximal
sensing applications [138]. However, the strong irradiance dependency of the F signal makes precise
acquisitions of both irradiance and canopy radiance challenging and increases the sensitivity to random
and systematic errors. Expanding on the former, the authors of [139] and [38] carried out analyses
that highlighted the need adequately understanding how field spectroradiometers function and the
impact of different sources of instrument-induced errors on F retrieval. These works also demonstrated
that it is necessary to propagate uncertainties to the retrieval of F in order to understand the extent to
which certain sources of error can be characterized and corrected for. Further efforts are needed for the
establishment of uncertainty characterization and propagation procedures in the proximal sensing of F
and are strongly encouraged by the community.
4.3.2. Ancillary Data for Post-Processing and F Retrieval
F retrieval through the infilling of O2 absorption bands requires post-processing that involves
(1) an accurate retrieval of the at-surface oxygen absorption features and (2) an F retrieval method
that decouples the reflected and the emitted vegetation radiance. Section 4.1 discusses the impact
of the atmosphere at different measurement altitudes. To appropriately account for this effect, some
environmental parameters should be monitored to better parametrize the atmospheric state to later
apply an atmospheric compensation or correction strategy. Besides the optical path from the target
to the sensor, the molecular oxygen absorption band’s depth depends on (among other parameters)
air temperature and pressure [140]. Measuring surface pressure and temperature conditions for
determining the effective optical path with the hypsometric equation [115] facilitates an improved
characterization of the oxygen absorption features. Furthermore, as the diffuse component of the solar
irradiance accounts for the aerosol scattering process, measuring both the global (total) and diffuse
spectrally resolved solar irradiance components separately at the surface level is of great use to the
validation of the atmospheric characterization assumed in the inversion or retrieval; i.e., not only the
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integrated values are used to validate it, e.g., pyranometer measurements. Furthermore, a crucial
step when implementing retrieval methods is to model how incoming radiance, vegetation radiance,
and apparent reflectance vary in the absence of the O2 absorption line. To do so, for FLD-based
methods, a precise function that can interpolate incoming radiance, vegetation radiance, and apparent
reflectance inside the absorption line needs to be defined. Accordingly, FLD-based methods require an
accurate interpolation strategy that takes into account the following factors: (1) a good definition of
the starting point of each absorption band; (2) a selection of points outside the absorption bands to
perform the interpolation; and (3) an appropriate interpolation method. Alternatively, the spectral
fitting method (SFM) decouples the emitted radiance (fluorescence) and reflected radiance by spectral
curve fitting. The SFM relies on parametrized mathematical functions that represent reflectance and
fluorescence within narrow spectral windows centered at oxygen absorption bands. F is generally
represented by peak-like functions, such as Gaussian, Lorentzian, or Voigt, whereas canopy reflectance
is usually described as second- and third-order polynomials or a more complex piecewise cubic
spline [52]. Overall, there should be proper documentation for any (1) atmospheric correction strategy
and (2) F retrieval strategy followed (i.e., model and formulations, assumptions and parametrizations;
see [39] (in review, this issue) for more detailed information). Furthermore, these processes should be
explained when presenting obtained F values from any given setup.
4.3.3. Ancillary Data for Retrieved F Interpretation
F measured at the leaf level or retrieved at the canopy level is influenced by several physiological
drivers and structural (physical) effects (Figure 1). Most importantly, the F signal (or, even more
significant, the fluorescence apparent yield) resulting from both emission and reabsorption is strongly
modulated by the amount of pigment, whereas the retrieved signal is highly dependent on the pigment
pool (leaf level) and internal scattering due to the structure (canopy level). Hence, interpreting
F in terms of its physiological meaning requires (1) correction for reabsorption effects (dominant
for the red F) [e.g., 55] and (2) normalization for the absorbed PAR (APAR, measurable at the
leaf level but to be estimated at the canopy level). The latter allows for the analysis of the
vegetation functioning, given the intrinsic leaf constituents (pigments, water content), in response
to its environmental conditions [141]. Under light-unsaturated conditions, fluorescence will be
mostly driven by PAR, and the relationship between the fluorescence yield and photosynthesis
yield will be linear [67,68]. However, under light-saturated conditions, regulated photoprotection
(or non-photochemical quenching, NPQ) mechanisms will be activated and modify the relationship
between the fluorescence and photosynthesis yield, which requires further consideration in any setup.
The Photochemical Reflectance Index [142]—which uses the reflectance at 531 and 570 nm as the
sensitive and reference bands, respectively, for the photochemical changes due to photoprotection—is
frequently used to track NPQ. Although several studies have reported good correlations between PRI
and NPQ during different short-term light phases [59], some discrepancies have been acknowledged,
leading to proposals of other interacting absorbance mechanisms at the leaf level [143] and structural
effects in the canopy [144]. Furthermore, stress ambient T/RH, water availability, and wind all drive
the energy balance, with evapotranspiration (sensible heat dissipation) on the one hand and the light
reactions of photosynthesis on the other hand. They affect the energy dissipation balance within
the leaf and hence also the F emission. These key environmental variables form the ancillary data
required for further interpretation of the F signal in relation to its dynamic environmental (e.g., light,
temperature, nutrients, vapor pressure deficit) [145] and physiological (e.g., pigment content, water
content) drivers. Hence, in addition, knowledge of canopy temperature and vapor pressure deficit will
be helpful for translating fluorescence into photosynthesis products. However, currently, the first step
(i.e., the correction for F reabsorption for the canopy-retrieved F signal) requires more consideration,
given the structural drivers that are superimposed at the canopy level [47,76,125]. Overall, the key
driving variables need to be monitored at a proper spatiotemporal scale [146], and this might not
always be straightforward. A complete list of ancillary data and the frequency of data capture will
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primarily depend on the size of the target, the experimental setup, and the priorities in the research
question set. Ancillary data requirements can also be case-dependent (e.g., F measured in a fertilization
experiment could require fertilization dose, soil type, etc.). Radiative transfer models (RTMs) can help
to identify the mandatory parameters to incorporate into the process (cf. Section 4.5).
4.4. Influence of the Spatial Measurement Scale
When current in situ approaches and protocols (cf. Section 3) are applied, temporally
continuous but spatially discrete stationary F measurements can achieve reliable results. However,
the representativeness of spatially discrete measurements of larger areas or the whole landscape is
often limited. Consequently, the spatial extrapolation of discrete observations is hampered by the
concurrent and compounding effects of the vegetation structure and composition, topography, and
canopy morphology and the intrinsic spatial variability in vegetation canopies. The spatial composition
of differently behaving plants or land cover types increases the complexity. Spatial heterogeneity
can thus compromise a chosen sampling design for field measurements that should ideally represent
surface variation and not local variations around the location of the instrument. Consequently,
cross-scale assessments and comparisons of F require the consideration of spatial heterogeneity to
adequately select sampling schemes (e.g., location of measurement, spatial extent to be measured) and
properly operate field and airborne spectroradiometers [147,148]. Additionally, the combined analysis
of spatial heterogeneity for individual traits with theoretically expected covariances of traits would
enable the identification of the superimposing effects in retrieved trait information (e.g., insufficiently
compensated canopy structural effects during F retrievals) [76,125].
Another spatial scaling effect that matters is the choice of the ground sampling distance since the
composition of plants and land cover types in the sensor’s field of view determines the pixel-wise
retrieved trait information (e.g., F, chlorophyll content). For instance, the authors of [93] used high
spatial resolution (0.4 m) UAV hyperspectral imagery with a relatively low spectral resolution (6.4 nm
FWHM) to approximate F760 using the FLD method from pure tree crown and aggregated pixels
(50 m). They found that only a poor relationship is evident between pure crown F and F for aggregated
trees, including crowns, shadows, and background. Similar results were found in [149], in which the
authors investigated the effect of spatial resolution (aggregation) with the FluorFLIGHT RTM using
the high-resolution (0.6 m) hyperspectral data of an oak forest study site and 3FLD. They concluded
that the F signal retrieved from mixed pixels was significantly affected by illumination effects and
the canopy structure. Those effects are intrinsic to all radiance spectra retrieved from aggregated
pixels, irrespective of the sample size, and they become increasingly critical with increasing levels of
aggregation (pixel size) [89]. Further research is needed to investigate the spatial distribution of F in
heterogeneous environments, along with the interaction of different traits (and what we can learn from
it) and the right measurement scale to understand the physiological processes and their interaction.
4.5. Computer Models’ Bridging Scales
Since laboratory and field scaling experiments are time-consuming and expensive, computer
models for the radiative transfer of F emitted from PSI and PSII to the tops and bottoms of leaves
and to the top of the canopy have been developed to facilitate this task. The first attempts to model F
on both leaf and canopy levels were undertaken in [150], which built upon the Kubelka–Munk (KM)
two-stream radiative transfer theory. The recently developed leaf-level chlorophyll fluorescence model
FLUSPECT [64], being a ´clone´ of the PROSPECT dicotyledon leaf reflectance and transmittance
model [151] is also based on the KM theory. FLUSPECT was, for the purpose of canopy modeling
efforts, coupled with the radiative transfer and energy balance model entitled ‘Soil Canopy Observation,
Photochemistry and Energy fluxes’ (SCOPE; [152]), which originates from the four-stream ‘Scattering
of Arbitrarily Inclined Leaves’ (SAIL) model of Verhoef [153]. Both models, SAIL and SCOPE, belong
to the category of one-dimensional models and enable the scaling of leaf optical properties, including F,
through canopies represented by a homogeneous turbid medium of leaves. A new SCOPE extension,
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called mSCOPE [154] enables modeling F from several optically distinct superimposed homogeneous
leaf layers, but it cannot reproduce architecturally distinct canopies consisting of several structurally
different plant functional types. F of such complex canopies can be simulated with three-dimensional
models, such as the Discrete Anisotropic Radiative Transfer (DART; [155]), the FluorFLIGHT model [149],
or the Fluorescence model with Weight Photon Spread (FluorWPS; [156]). Although these models
were designed specifically to scale F signals across spatial scales, while accounting for various canopy
structures and solar illumination-canopy-sensor geometries, they are still mathematical constructs of
simplified reality and cannot be fully trusted. Nonetheless, they can provide unique insights into the
sensitivity of top-of-canopy F to various structural and spectral properties, which would be difficult to
unambiguously identify via experimental measurements and can thus also help to identify important
ancillary data. Additionally, it is important to note that, similar to the requirements for measurements,
it is necessary to register the priors (field or literature-based) and boundary conditions of the model as
metadata when using these models, to be able to reproduce the results. Uncertainty (quality flags) and
representativeness indicators (n) for model parametrization should also be documented.
5. Summary and Discussion
Within the last decade, research on F has intensified. The announcement of FLEX as the next ESA
Earth Explorer mission [157] has triggered the development of dedicated instrumentation and protocols.
These advancements have improved the reliability of spectroradiometric measurements and eventually
enabled the measurement of subtle F signals with well-calibrated and temperature-stabilized [38] this
issue state-of-the-art spectroradiometers for operation at the leaf and canopy level. Still, highly reliable
radiance measurements of F require not only further technological development, but also the sufficient
precision of measurements, correct setups, and well-postulated measurement protocols.
The current trend of instrumentation is moving toward a higher spectral resolution and a high
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). While spectroradiometers with an FWHM of a few nanometers may allow
one to estimate F760, only actively cooled sensors (enabling high SNR at a very high spectral resolution
(FWHM < 1 nm), e.g., the QE Pro spectroradiometer (OceanOptics, Inc., Dunedin, FL, USA) offer the
ability to retrieve F in both atmospheric oxygen bands (i.e., F760 and F687). Point spectroradiometers
with such a configuration are used for ground- and tower-based measurements as well as UAV setups.
Imaging systems with a very high resolution and SNR are barely available. This poses particular
challenges when investigating the spatial F dynamics. Although some measurement setups are yet able
investigate different plant functional types, e.g., broadleaf forest and grassland pasture at the Majadas
research site (Spain), most of the current setups monitor only one vegetation type. In addition to UAV
systems, installations similar to field phenotyping platforms (e.g., [158,159]) could overcome this issue
by their ability to repeatedly measure multiple points in the field in an automated fashion. Canopy
F emissions are modulated by several external environmental factors, such as incoming PAR, air
temperature, and wind, in combination with plant-specific traits, e.g., canopy chlorophyll content and
architecture and the actual status of physiological processes [72]. Hence, more studies investigating the
spatial distribution of F for multi-species canopies and research aiming to link temporal continuous
measurements with spatial continuous measurements are needed. Such studies must consider all
issues related to the comparability of imaging and non-imaging data and different reflectance factors
(hemispherical–conical vs. hemispherical–directional), such as those outlined in [13,80].
Standardization of measurement protocols has been mostly advanced by standardizing
F-measuring systems, resulting in systems such as the FluoWat, FloX, and Piccolo. Also, measurement
setups have become more robust. The current continuous ground-based measurements enable
investigations of F temporal dynamics under real environmental conditions. This is important for not
only getting a deeper insight into plant physiological processes but also understanding temporally
discrete F observations, such as those from airborne platforms and current and future spaceborne
missions. Temporally continuous measurement setups should be extended with auxiliary information,
which is necessary to interpret the F signal correctly. It is important to mention that current continuous
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measurements usually cover only a small area (most of the time, only one discrete point in space).
Larger areas could be characterized by discrete overflights of airborne systems, but carrying out an
airborne campaign requires more efforts and planning compared with fixed-ground and tower-based
installations. Moreover, one needs to think about the extrapolation of airborne observations through
time. Regarding flexibility, leaf clip F measurements on single leaves are easy to carry out since the
logistics and organizational efforts are low. Yet, they require a lot of human interactions and provide
only a limited number of measurements at a given time. In contrast, constantly measuring fixed-sensor
installations are very inflexible when it comes to measuring different places, but they remove the need
for human operators. Table 1 summarizes F measurement considerations. Future research should
investigate how different approaches and their advantages and disadvantages can be combined in a
meaningful way to get the full F picture at various spatial and temporal scales.
Table 1. Summary table of F measurements at multiple levels and scales with small and high
advantages (+, ++), neutral (no advantage or disadvantage) (0), and small and high disadvantages (-, –)
for each aspect.
Leaf-Level Leaf
Clip
Canopy-Level Fixed
Ground/Tower
Installation
Canopy-level
Low-Altitude
UAV Sensing
Canopy-Level
High-Altitude
Airborne Sensing
Spatial coverage – – 0 ++
Spatial resolution - – ++ ++
Temporal resolution + ++ 0 -
Temporal frequency
and continuity + ++ – –
Setup effort + - - –
Effort during a
measurement
campaign
+ ++ - –
Flexibility in terms of
campaign planning + – 0 -
However, it is not only the technology and measurement setups that vary at different levels and
scales. The review of different measurement protocols showed that differences also exist between F
retrieval approaches. The most apparent difference between the leaf level and the canopy level is the
ability to use a sharp-edge low-pass filter to cut off photosynthetically active light, as well as to measure
both leaf upwelling and downwelling F radiation. This simplifies the retrieval of F, because it does
not require disentangling the signal from the reflected or transmitted F radiance. With canopy-level
measurements, the photon scattering and reabsorption further complicate the F estimation. Also,
the different approaches have different temporal frequencies and continuities and are thus able to
measure physiological processes to different extents.
One of the open issues is the influence of the measurement geometry. It has been shown that
measurement geometries influence radiance measurements and, consequently, also the retrieved
biophysical parameters [106,108]. Several studies [76,82,160] have reported that the anisotropy of F
emissions is related to the canopy structure, and this relationship implies that the sensor viewing
geometry is also important for F measurements. Thus, the comparability and standardization of nadir
and oblique measurements (e.g., from towers) should be investigated, and common protocols for
observations and instrumental setups should be established. Additionally, the atmosphere between
the instrument and the observed canopy needs attention. While correction of an F signal recorded
from less than 2 m above the top of the canopy does not seem necessary for either oxygen absorption
or aerosol transmittance, even tower measurements require the correction of oxygen absorption.
Some tower-based studies have already reported on such corrections [46,47], while others have not.
For airborne studies, atmospheric correction is mandatory [85,87,115,158]. Nevertheless, further
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research on atmospheric corrections should investigate the stability of F because of the large variety in
measurement setups, places, and atmospheric conditions.
Another critical point is the quality checks and quality flags present in the metadata. Not much
has been reported on this topic. Proper calibration, which includes quality indicators related to the
uncertainty of the measurements, and correct installation (e.g., thermal stabilization of the sensor; fixed
fiber optic setup; installations to keep birds, insects, and dirt away from the reference measurement),
is the cornerstones of reliable measurements. Still, constant changes in atmospheric conditions,
in combination with the fast response of F to E changes and environmental stress, make it necessary to
track the measurement quality and eventually omit uncertain measurements. The related suggestions
discussed in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 are considered as a starting point, but more data-driven research is
needed in this direction. Similarly, it is crucial to report metadata and ancillary data, particularly for
the measurement of F since it is sensitive to many confounding factors. It is expected that the ongoing
research on F will reveal which additional information is necessary. It is advisable to record as many of
the parameters stated in Section 4.4 as possible to improve the comparability of measurements among
experiments and scales.
All of these efforts will complement traditional field spectroscopy in its role, as defined by
Milton [1] 30 years ago: “Firstly, it acts as a bridge between laboratory measurements of spectral
reflectance and the field situation and is thus useful in the calibration of airborne and satellite sensors.
Secondly, it is useful in predicting the optimum spectral bands, viewing configuration and time to
perform a particular remote sensing task. Thirdly, it provides a tool for the development, refinement,
and testing of models relating biophysical attributes to remotely-sensed data” [1]. A crucial step is
to investigate how measurements on different scales can complement each other and be combined
to gain ecosystem-wide insights. Since laboratory and field scaling experiments are laborious and
possibly insufficient to address the complexity and dynamics of the underlying processes determining
variations in F, the refinement and use of (3D) radiative transfer models will play a crucial role in
facilitating such scaling research.
6. Conclusions
Substantial progress has been made in the last 10 years in the passive measurement of F data.
Besides the remarkable advancements in technology, more sophisticated measurement setups and
protocols have also been defined and implemented, while standardization has mainly evolved as a
result of standardized systems, such as the FluoWat, FloX, and Piccolo. Future steps should aim to
incorporate atmospheric correction as well as implement standardized quality checks and flags in the
data by default. This also involves tracking metadata and ancillary data to improve the interpretation
and further use of F data. Besides instrumental and data science, more research is also needed
on the comparability and transferability of results from different experiments across spatial and
temporal scales. Such research needs can be supported by combining observational results with virtual
ecosystems obtained from computer models. The scenarios should include the effects of diversity in
plant functional traits across vegetation types and should be able to describe heterogeneous landscapes.
All of these steps are necessary to facilitate the synthesis of activities and to move beyond single sites
and single campaigns. Since these topics are too complex to be addressed by individual researchers,
we hope that the promising collaborations between researchers will continue and allow the community
to identify and implement solutions to these challenges.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at: http://www.mdpi.com/2072-4292/11/8/927/s1;
Figure S1: Diurnal photosynthetic photon flux density (PPFD; red line) and relative standard deviation of
fluorescence at 760 nm (F760; black cycles) for a sunny day with few clouds (A) and a cloudy day with strong
cloud cover (B). Measurements were taken with a QE Pro over sugar beet on 20.08.2015 (A) and 30.07.2015 (B),
Merzenhausen, Germany. The spectroradiometer system has a spectral resolution of 1 nm FWHM (full-width at
half maximum), a spectral sampling interval (SI) of 0.3 nm, and a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 1000:1 in a spectral
range from 300 to 1000 nm. Measurements were taken every 6–8 seconds; Figure S2: Diurnal photosynthetic
photon flux density (PPFD; red line) and relative standard deviation of fluorescence at 760 nm (F760; black cycles)
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for a sunny day with few clouds (A) and a cloudy day with strong cloud cover (B) after using a 1% illumination
filter. Measurements were taken with a QE Pro over sugar beet on 20.08.2015 (A) and 30.07.2015 (B), Merzenhausen,
Germany. The spectroradiometer system has a spectral resolution of 1 nm FWHM (full-width at half maximum),
a spectral sampling interval (SI) of 0.3 nm, and a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 1000:1 in a spectral range from 300
to 1000 nm. Measurements were taken every 6–8 seconds, Figure S3: Boxplot of the relative standard deviation
(RSD) of fluorescence at 760 and 687 nm (F760 and F687) for four different illumination quality filters. The dataset
was measured over 65 days from June to August 2015 within a sugar beet field in Merzenhausen, Germany. The
quality filter labeled “none” does not consider illumination changes between two measurement cycles (6–8 s),
the quality filters 10%, 1%, and 0.1% discard samples that show an illumination change of 10, 1, 0.1% between two
measurement cycles, respectively. The green bar in the Boxplot shows the median value, the whiskers show the
minimum and maximum RSD, the lower box border shows the first quartile, and the upper box border the third
quartile, Table S1: Proposed metadata attributes for spectroradiometric data for F retrieval grouped by metadata
categories, with core attributes shaded in gray and justification for their inclusion in the F metadata set. Attributes
or metadata categories that are not yet included in the SPECCHIO metadata model are indicated with an asterisk*,
Table S2: Instruments used to measure F.
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